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Abstract
The current state-of-the-art of high-resolution space images enables the

performance of large scale mapping, rnap updating, monitoring of the Earth cover
and the environment, and other practical, scientiJic, and defence-related tasks
requiring to determine with great accuracy the mutual position of individual
discrete points [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, B, gJ.Based on a number of studies conducted at
home and abroad [4, 7, 9J, it was proven that the space images obtained upon their
processing by the supplier and accordingly, upon their high-precision georeference
and recffication by the user, dffir substantially in their precision. This happens
when the user determines the coordinates of the ground-based CPs using GPS
measurernents and dedicated software, accounting for the recommendations made
during processing.Based on the designed mathematical model [], 3, 5J, an
algorithm is suggested that may be used to prepare software for processing and
assessment of collected observational material after the Least Square Method
(LSM).
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1. Introduction
In a series of studies fl, 2, 3, 5, 6f, a mathemalical model for

georeference and rectification of high-resolution space images was
developed. Based on this model, we shall present here an algorithm for
preparation of software intended for processing of space images (scanner
and photo images) and obtaining the coordinates of identified terrain control
points (CPs) on the tenain and on the space image, and rectification of the
geometric deformations.
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Therefore, to ensure that high-resolution space images will
accomplish their nowadays task in large-scale topographi. .uppirrg, ffidp
revision, monitoring of the environment, study orine outer spacq ecology,
safety, precise monitoring of earth cover changes etc., these images -.rrt"u.
subj ect to preliminary process ing f2,3,4,5,6,7, 0) comprising :

-high-precision coordinate georeference of the images of cps,
measured by GpS;

-rectification 
-of 

the images by approximation functions, or by
accounting for the changes in the scale factors along the
scene's directions and the reliefs configuration;

-using the Earth (reference) ellipsoid as a projection prane;

-accounting for the ellipsoid heights of the Cps;

-precise processing and result assessment after the Least
Square Method (LSM).

The observance of these conditions will provide to obtain ultimate
results with accuracy conesponding to the potentials of these modem space
images.

2. orientation and stabilization of the space aircraft.
The information which is obtained and used with space images is

diverse with respect to both the elements to be defined and their locati,on in
space and time. For this reason, the coordinate systems in which the SA
elements are determined refer to various .pur. rectangular coordinate
systems, namely:

l. Greenwich Equatorial Geo-Centric Coordinate Svstem
O, X, Y, Z.

2. Inertial Equatorial Geo-Centric Coordinate System
O,X't,Y'uZ',.

3. Geodetic Rectangular Geo-Centric
o,x j,Y j,Z j.

Coordinate System -

4. Satellite-Centric Inertial Coordinate System _ j _ (x, y,
z)kj (Fig.1,2).
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Fig. 1 Fig.2

According to Fig.l we may write the following relation between the
satellite-centric radius-vector Fa, the geo-centric radius-vector 70, and the

topo-centric radius-vector,Ro, in coordinate form with respect to the inertial
geo-centric system ( I ), namely :

(1) Fr1=(R1

where:

(2) 6or' + q'o, t (2 pi =l;
po, =,[(x 3 J * 1r, - Y)' + (z j - z)2

do, and 6orarcthe SA's rectascence and declination

R, =(X',Y',2'),' - the coordinates of the CP - j in the inertial geo-cenric

system

7o=(X',Y',2')o' - the coordinates of the SA - k in the inertiql geo-centric

system.

Let us assume that the vector Dn W the image i on the space

image (Fig.2), of terrain point 7 in the inertial satellite-centric coordinate
system is expressed as follows:

Jkj

4*i '
5u
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where: ,/\
V,lrz)0, - coordinates of the Cp's image - j onthe space image;

(*,y,")^ - coordinates of the photo's main point o, obtained by drawing a

porpendicular from the object glass's back point.
Actually, the main point does not coincide with the origin o of the

coordinate system on the space image (Fig.2).
From expressions (l) and (3), upon adequate solution, we obtain:

7,,] +','li-n]11;-r](4)

6u €u xj
6*i=P*i1ry= Yi

Cu zj
(s)

Formulae (1)-(4) make it possible to determine the points from the
space image in satellite-centric inertial coordinate system. But the
coordinate georeference of the image must take place in the defined
Greenwich geo-centric coordinate system, in which the satellite-centric
radius-vector has the form:

^So is the Greenwich star time, corresponding to the time to of
receiving the space image. The coordinates of the sA -(x,r,Z)o andthe
cP - (x,Y,Z), are in the Greenwich geo-centric coordinate system.

From (4), the following relation may be written:
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xri-xto 
D,,, =, 

Xr-Xo _ Xr-Xkf
(6) /p1-!n=;1'Y,-Yo -mPr,Y,-Yo 

I,zb-zro Z,-Zo Z,-Zol

fr, 
= mo,fa,LXo, + arLYo, +

(10) 
1y, = mo,fbrL,Xo, +brLYo, + ,

lz, = morlcrLXo, + crLYo, +

where:
D,.,

(7) ffiri = J - scale factor and
Pu

The operator Fo = f is an orthogonal matrix, performing the
transition from the Greenwich into the satellite-centric geo-centric
coordinate system through the Euler angles (a,r,t), namely (Fig.l):

bt = - sinwcosC) - cos wsin O cosi,

bz = - sinwsinO + cos wcos O cosi,

b: = cosr4lsini'

cz = cosC)sini, c, = cosl

From formula (6), according to formulae (7) and (8), we obtain:

where we have:

LXor=Xr-Xo, 6YU=Yi-Y* and Mor=Zr-Zo
xkj, /ti, zor- coordinates of the images of the CP on the space

image;
xko, !*o, zoo - coordittates of the main point of the space image;

X, Y, Z, - geo-centric Greenwich coordinates of the CP from
the Earth's surface;

s0

- sinwsinOcosi,

+ sinwcosOcosi,



Xo, Yo, Zk - geo-centric Greenwich coordinates of the SA's
projection centre

ai, b, ci, i = 1,2,3 - elements of the orthogonal matrix Fo,
function ofthe Euler angles e, w, i

3. Preparation of an Algorithm to Determine the Equations of
the corrections and unknown variables for the sought euanlitiesTo solve this problem, we shall start by assuming a number of
settings and requirements, namely:

For each point j of the space image, which appears to be the image
of a cP-7 from the Earth's surface, we have twelve unknown variables.
according to equations (10):

(1 1) X j, Yj, Zi, X1r, Y1r, Z1r, d)1r, w1r, i1r, x6, !u, Zto

whereas we shall denote their approximate values in the following way:

(12) x; ry; ,z jo,xko ,yko ,zko ,d2oo ,woo ,ioo ,xpoo,y ro ,z^o

Lineaizing expressions (10) for each terrain control point y with
coordinates j = (, y 

"Y 
oi , projected onto the space image, the

corrections equation is obtained:

dSo

dik

dR,

dfr*
Po, -weighing factor

The quantities )o,Eo,e j,Dooin the corrections equation (r0) must
be considered as partial differentials of the coordinates xq, !p7, z, , namely :

I

8,. = o(*'Y'")u . ,tu, E), = 
o(x'Y'z)0,

" A(X ,Y , Z)otr, ' 4o 
0(x, y, z) oo

(13) frn =Qo Eo e j D*)

(14) Ak

-t-I D'"kj, 'u
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(r7)

whereas Br = -C i, the index "ft" is differentiation along the coordinates of
the SA, and the index " j" - differentiation along the coordinates of a CP
from the terrain.

r, ,"\n' , aio =(aa dw dr\u' ;

dY dz)*'' ; art, =(ax dy az),';

=(d* dy d")*'

dSk,ffik,dRj,dfi^ are the corrections for the approximate values (12) of the

known (10) and unknown variables (11).

For the vector of the free term i, wehave:

(18) Lui =Uoi

where:

00,=(* y ,)0,' - the determined values for the coordinates

xq,l*i, zo, aftet (10),

0'0,=(x' y' 
"')0,' - the measured coordinates from the space

image.

4. Deriving expressions to determine the values lo,Eo,e j
To obtain the private differentials according to expressions (14), (15)

and (16), the following coordinates must be successively differentiated:
xt1, /16, z, withrespect to the Euler angles (A,w,t); the space coordinates

of the terrain cP-j with respect to (x Y Z)r, the Greenwich coordinates

of the SA with respect to (X Y Z)o and also with respect to the

coordinate origin of the image (x y ,)^.
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4.1. Private differentials for the quantity )o
According to expression (14), it is not necessary to differentiate the

image coordinates from (10) with respect to(o, w, i) ,atcordingly - (9). But
since only the quantities ai, b,, c,, (i = r,2,3) are function of the Eurer
angles, we must differentiate No,,Fo,,0*, by the expressions:

o(mepq)

O(Qw,i)o

4.2.Pivate differentials for the quantities Bo = _e i
As already mentioned above, to obtain the differentials of the image

coordinates (r,yt")u with respectto (X y z)0, and, (x y z),, ,i,e
must use expressions (10), from which it follows that both the scale

D,-,m*i=-i, according to formula (7), and N,,,Fo,,0o,are function of the"Pu
Greenwich coordinates. Accounting for this fact, we shall differentiate bvexpressions -

(20):

o*o 
= o(morFo,)

a(x,Y,z)ko a(x,Y,z)k(j)'

= 
O(^oiQoi)

a(x,Y,z)ku)

Av..

a(x,Y,z)ko)

5. Determination of the elements of the private differentials
during coordinate georeference of space images
5.1. Formulae for the private differentials of the coordinates
(*,y,t), with respect to the Euler angles ((l,w,i)o
According to expressions (19), in order to obtain the elements of the

differentials of linear equation system (10) with respect to
a,, b;, c,, (i = 1,2,3), we must differentiate (9) with respect to the Euler
angles ({2,w,i)0, which results in:

_ O(mo,Po,) 0" 
E

a(x,Y,z)kd)' a6,y,z)*
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(2r)

(22)

Q3)

oNn

Aw, 1x1

-loNu,l

04 
l

oQo

0Qri

awk

0Qu

oio

0

b3

crsinwo

LXu

Lykj

oZu

- 
'nkl

c1

-42 ar

4bz
sinato - crsincoo

fua
a{>k

6yd

a.rl= *u

Av..
*ol*

-b2
-rnu -a1

Q sinO*

-c2
_ ,nkj 0

c, sinOo

ao,.,

aar

5.2. Formulae for the private differentials of the coordinates
(*, y , ")ol 

with respec t to (X ,Y , i) uit at the time of receiving the image t o

According to expressions (20), the elements of the private
differentials may be obtained from expressions (10) with respect to the
Greenwich coordinates of the sR - (x, Y,z)orit at the time of exposure of
the space image to,namely:
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aOr

Av,-

Arr

Av.=

oio

cr

0

- c, cosOo - c4 = siniollLZo,



Q4)
o * orr't

l

rl

rl

+br+b,

+c2+ca

a(x,Y,Z)*g1

o y*rrt
(Lxo+Lyo+tzo)'+(0,

(lx* + A,yo + l,zo)' +(c,

In expressions (24), for the indexes k and j we have accordingly k:
1, 2,...9 andj : 1,2,...9.

For the matrix c, the values are the same, but the signs change, i.e.,
"*" becomes "-" und "-" becomes "+". In the above expressions, we have
assumed that Lxo7,L!"7,L2o, ate equal to:

(2s) Lxoj = x, - xp"; L!r= - y 
rcJ - !u] M.j = Z kj - Z ko

The values of these quantities are determined from (14), i.e., these
are the calculated coordinates of the images of the Cps.

The scale factor mo, is determined from formula (10) for all terrain Cp and

their respective images on the space image.

5.3. Expression to determine the private differentials (x,y,z)r with
respect to (x,y,z)oo

According to expression (16) and linear equation system (10), and
taking into account that according to equation (10), in determining m, the
distance Do, from the image is used, formula (3), which is function of the
coordinates of the main point xu,!*o,Z^of the image o assumes the form:

l(xo, - x^)'

(2s) Dt^

D^=l 0

0

0

0

Dtu
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The essential thing here is that the scale coefficient moris calculated

for each terrain CP, thereby providing us with the image deformation
between eachparticular image point and the origin of the coordinate system.

The vector equation for the corrections (13) and the obtained values
for the private differentials based on expressions (21){24) make it possible
to present the corrections of the sought quantities and the corrections for the
unknown variables in the following form:
(26)

V*. = 1K)+ .Arda*,\& + Krd4 + fv d\ + gd Q + J 14 + J rd ) + J rd Z, + d4* + I *,-

(27)

V*=\K}+Brdo+Brdt+Iqd&+I{dY*+lQil*+JodXr+Jsdyr+[e+dy*o+lro,
(28)

Vro = Crdd) + Crd at + Crdt + K.,dX * + KrdYo + KndZ o + J, dX, + J rdY, + J ndZ, + dz o, + l rn

6. Calculation algorithm for the coordinatest georeference after
the suggested mathematical model

D*j =

Ptj = (X i - X)' + (Y, -Y)' + (Z i - Z)'
- /^)' + (zo, - z^)2
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Introduction of input data

X r rYr,Z p X * rYK, Z K r0k,Dk,lt,xt o, ! m, Z no

Calculation of quantities

Mro = X j -Xo, LYir, =Y, -Yo, M jt = Zi -Zrr,
M jo = xtj -xto, Llio = lq - lto, M j, = zq - z1,s',



lo,

t,
l?

= cos lrcosO - sinwsin()cosi, br = -sinwcosO _ coswsinOcosi.
= coswsinC) + sinwcosOcosi, bz = -sinwsinO + coswcosC)cosi.
= sinwsini, b, = cosr.rsini.

= sinOsini, c2 = cosOsini, ca = cosi, - cq = sinin

f*,
1Fo

l0o

= arLXo, + arLYn + arLZ,

=brLXn +brLYn +brLZo,

= crLXn + crLYo, + crLZo,

1.
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AJITOPI4TbM 3A BI{COKOTOqHO
TIPI,IB b P3BAHE I,I PEKTI,IOI,IKAIIPTfl
IIA KOCMAqECKI4 I,I3OEPAXEHI,Ifl

c Br4coKA PA3AEJTTTTEJIHA Bb3MOXHOCT

Huxona feopzuee

PesrcMe

Ceraurnoro cbcrorHue Ha KocMr.rrocKzre rno6paxeHr{r c Br,rcoKa
pa3genr,rTenHa c[oco6HocT, AaBaT peanHa Bb3MoxHocT 3a eApoMarrla6Ho
Kaprr,rpaHe, o6nonneuue Ha crrrlecrByBarq[ Kaprr{, MoHr4ToplrHr Ha
3eMHOTO rro4prrTr{e u orq)sxaBar\aTa cpe4a r,r lpyru [paKTr,rqHr4, IJayurlJvr u
or6paHzreJrHlr rleJrlr, flprr Kor,rro e Heo6xoAr{Mo Aa ce [ocrurar BlrcoKr,r
TOqHOCTTT [ptr o4peAeJrrHe B3ar{MHOTO pa3[OJrO)KeHr,re Me)K,4y OTAeJrHt4

Ar,rcrperHu TorrKr{. f2,3,4,5,6,7,8,91
Ha 6asara Ha MHororo r{3cJreABaHuA y :aac n n .ryx6una 14,7,9f ce

AoKa3a, qe p$yflTarr,rre or o6pa6orrara Ha KocMr{rrecKtrre r,rso6paxeuus, or
AOCTaBqkrKa u rroJl3BaTeils., ce pa3[rklJtaBaT {yBcTBkrTeJIHO nO TOTIHOCT IIpII
Irpr{Brp3BaHero 14 perrz$r.rrcaqrrrra Ha ueo6paxeuusra. Tosa ce rroJD raBa
Koraro [or3Barers oupeAeJr.f, Koop,qrrHar]rre Ha 3eMHr{Te OT c GPS
IlI3MepBaHlIt 14 cborBerHo B3eMe IIo,q BHHMaHI{€ HarIpaBeHI{Te rlpellopbKr{
npuo6pa6orKara.

Ha ocnosara Ha cl;s4aqe:avr MareMaruqecKkr MoAeJr [1,3,5] ce
paspa6orn aJrroprrrbM no rofiro ce Lr3rorBr co(fryep sa o6pa6orKa n
oIIeHKa Ha rroJryqesus ya6ntoAareJreH Marepuan rro MeroAa ya uatrr-
Marrrure KBaAparn (MHMK).
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